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AGENCY
Artistic agency is the acknowledged ability to make
choices and create change. Agency implies a belief
that what artists do affects the world around us and
makes a difference. (Gude, 2009).

- Students will develop lessons and instruction
that represents the importance of making
choices and creating change through Art.
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ASSESSMENT PRACTICES
Assessment in the arts classroom involves a variety of
practices to monitor and track student learning.
Effective assessment techniques improve classroom
instruction, empower students, heighten student
interest and motivation, and provide feedback on
student progress.

ARTISTIC PRAXIS
Artistic praxis encompasses various reciprocal
relationships that occur when learning by making art.
The making may precede the forming of a concept. It
includes relationships between critical reflection and
action, material and envisioned image, and lived
experience and final product.
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- Students will apply a variety of assessment
practices in order to develop and support
classroom instruction, motivation, and
continuous feedback on the learning process.
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educators.
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SYNTHESIS/CREATIVE THIINKING
Synthesis is the combination of parts or elements to
form a whole. It includes the creative processes of
finding visual problems and creating unique solutions
by combining multiple ideas, and influences.

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICES
Teachers demonstrate professionalism through ethical
conduct, reflection, and leadership.

COMPOSITION
Teachers demonstrate commitment to learning
through works written or created. Artists/Educators
seek to be models of high standards in art and
education through their professional composition.
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